
Paternity Test
Week 5 + 6

Set Up
Each player chooses one Living model in the enemy Crew and places a Possible Parent Token on its card. If a Crew 
is unable to place a Possible Parent Token on an enemy model, due to there not being any eligible models, then the 
Possible Parent Token is not placed on any card and this Crew immediately scores 4 VP. 

This Scenario counts as the Strategy. Players randomly determine Schemes as normal.

Deployment
This scenario uses Corner Deployment.

Victory
A crew earns Victory Points if an enemy model with a Possible Parent Token is killed or sacrificed, as determined 
by the Station of the Possible Parent:

• Master: 4 VP
• Henchman: 3 VP
• Enforcer: 2 VP
• Minion: 1 VP 

At the end of each turn after the first, a Crew scores 1 VP if there is an enemy model with a Possible Parent Token 
buried or within 6” of the enemy Crew’s Deployment Zone.

A Crew can earn up to 6 VP from this Scenario.

Shifting Loyalties
If this scenario is being played as part of a Shifting Loyalties Campaign, a Crew gains 1 Scrip each time it makes a 
successful attack against an enemy model with a Possible Parent Token on it (to a maximum of 8 Scrip). At the end 
of this game, a model that had a Possible Parent Token placed on it at the start of the game gains the Upgrade on 
the following page, if it has not been annihilated.

Description
Small puppets are going around with a list of passengers that were on a train that recently arrived in Malifaux. 
They seem to want the people on the list murdered, which is a strange request… but the rumor is that they’ve been 
giving Soulstones to anyone that helps them. 

Let’s face it, your crew has probably killed people for less, right?
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The Child will undergo the following changes, depending upon which Faction wins this scenario:

• Guild: Just as the puppets have finished killing the child’s parents, a group of Nephilim hunters appear. 
The puppets flee back to the slums, dodging bullets all the way, inadvertently leading the Nephilim hunters 
back to the child’s hiding place. When they find her, they carry her away to safety against her wishes, 
pausing only long enough for her to scoop up her teddy bear. None of the orphanages seem to want 
anything to do with the child, so the Nephilim hunters take her back to Latigo, where they put her to work 
sweeping up the ranch and making bullets. Though annoyed at first, the strong sense of family exhibited 
by the Ortegas is exactly what the child had been missing, and soon she is helping out around the ranch 
wherever possible. She even spends some time with Abuela Ortega, pushing the old woman’s wheelchair 
around and watching as the tiny woman manages to boss around an entire ranch of people bigger and 
stronger than she is just by speaking sternly and cussing shamelessly. The child soon begins picking up 
some of her new “grandmother’s” habits… both good and bad.

• Resurrectionists: The puppets end up finding the girl’s mother, but not before Seamus has already 
murdered her. The serial killer and the puppets share a long, awkward moment as they stand beside 
the bleeding corpse with their knives, but eventually Seamus shrugs his shoulders and decides to roll 
with it. He throws his hat over the puppets, bids them farewell, and strolls off to go look for some more 
fun while they struggle to pull themselves out from underneath his hat. With nothing else to show for 
their (technically successful) troubles, the dolls bring the hat back to the child, who squees with joy and 
immediately dons the oversized hat. When she starts hearing voices a few days later, she barely even 
notices.

• Arcanists: The child’s parents are members of the Union! 
They’ve long since left Malifaux City, putting them beyond 
the reach of the puppets. Not realizing this, the puppets start 
spending more and more time around the nearest Union Hall, 
which the child picks up upon. Following them one night, 
she catches sight of Toni Ironsides beating three attackers 
into a pulp in an alleyway and is utterly amazed by the older 
woman’s skill and ferocity. Though Ironsides doesn’t notice 
her, the scene sticks with the child, who begins boxing with 
her teddy bear and dolls every day in an attempt to become 
more like her hero. She even peels a propaganda poster of 
Ironsides from the wall and hangs it up in her home in the 
slums, providing her (and her puppets) with a constant source 
of inspiration.

Patchwork Clothing

This Upgrade does not affect Campaign Rating.

If this model is a Henchman, it becomes an Enforcer. 
If it is an Enforcer, it becomes a Minion. If it is a 
Minion, it becomes a Peon. Does not count against 
the maximum Skills the model may have. Models 
that exceed the Skill limit of their new Station must 
Annihilate Skills until they have the legal number of 
attached Skills.

Campaign, Skill 
0

restrictions

Cost: SS
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• Neverborn: As they’re running off to murder the child’s parents, the puppets bump into Candy, who is 
out hunting for prey of her own. They combine their forces, with Candy luring her parents into an alley 
with cries of help and the puppets ambushing them with their purloined knives. Candy then accompanies 
them back to the child, where she explains the entire scene to her grisly detail, much to the surprise of the 
puppets. She then leaves a handful of sweets behind for the traumatized girl before she happily skips off 
into the night. When she attempts to eat the candy some time later, the teddy bear bats the candy away 
with its paw and pantomimes choking, indicating that the candy is a dangerous weapon, not anything that 
the child should eat. 

• Outcasts: The child’s parents are mercenaries! As the puppets are in the process of cleaning the blood 
from their knives, Rusty Alyce comes across them, pauses, and then grins deviously. What follows is a 
long run through the slums, during which time Alyce hunts the puppets, blowing them away one by one 
with her massive pistol. The last one brings her all the way back to the child, who Alyce taunts before 
preparing to shoot in the head… only for her to be stopped by Leveticus, who appears just in time to save 
the girl from his assistant’s murderous tendencies. Feeling obligated to do something about the panicking 
girl, Leveticus brings her back to Captivating Salvage and Logistics and allows her to live in the back 
room. Though she constantly gets dirty looks and threats from Alyce, Leveticus takes the time to give her 
a proper education, schooling her in mathematics, the sciences, and the art of unleashing the forces of 
entropy upon her enemies.

• Gremlins: The child’s parents were Gremlins!  Wait, that can’t be right… well, it’s what the puppets seemed 
to think, at least. In retrospect, I guess they probably can’t read, can they? In any case, the child’s parents 
manage to survive the attacks, and a few days later, they have a happy reunion with their daughter as her 
new teddy bear glowers at them in anger. It takes out its frustrations on the smaller puppets, stuffing them 
full of all manner of foul substances to teach them a lesson. The terrible odor these puppets soon develop 
begins to attract wild pigs, one of which is so adorable that the child’s parents adopt it as a new pet to keep 
her company, even going so far as to make a little riding saddle for it.

• Ten Thunders: The child’s mother was secretly an agent of the Ten Thunders, and when the puppets 
murder her, they snatch up as many of her personal effects as possible in the hopes of dressing up like the 
child’s mother and thus earning her love. The effect ends up being just the opposite, causing the girl to 
break out in tears once she realizes what has happened. Fortunately, she has her mother’s mask to remind 
her by, as well as her favorite kimono. It doesn’t quite fit the child, but by using her newfound stitching 
powers, she’s able to alter it to her own size and even make a matching kimono for her teddy bear. The 
bear is less pleased about their new disguises, though it bears the indignity in silence out of love for its 
friend.


